
Maths.  Position and direction.  Week beginning 29th June 2020

This week we are going to be thinking about describing the position of something and also directions.  

Key vocabulary for this week:
Position, direction, co-ordinates, left, right, forwards, backwards, anti-clockwise, clockwise, turn

Remember, when we read co-ordinates, we always go along the bottom and then up the side (Along the 
corridor and up the stairs)

A compass has four main points
North   - Never
East      - Eat
South   - Shredded 
West     - Wheat



Session One
Activity One

Describing 
movements



Session One
Activity Two

Use maps to describe 
the position of 
different places on a 
map



Remember, when we 
read co-ordinates, we 
always go along the 
bottom and then up 
the side (Along the 
corridor and up the 
stairs)

Session One
Activity Three



Session Two
Activity One

Challenge for Activity One



Session Two
Activity Two



Session Two
Activity Three



Session Three
Activity One



Session Three
Activity Two



Session Three
Activity Three



Session Three
Activity Four



Session Four
Activity One



Session Four
Activity Two



Fun Extension activity



Use this space for your answers

Fun Extension activity



Challenge Task 
(For those 
who want 
extra 
challenge 
activities)



A Cartesian Puzzle
Age 7 to 11

Here are the coordinates of some quadrilaterals, but in each case one coordinate
is missing! The coordinates are given going round each quadrilateral in an
anti-clockwise direction.

1.(2,11),(0,9),(2,7),(?,?)

2.(3,7),(3,4),(8,4),(?,?)

3.(18,3),(16,5),(12,5),(?,?)

4.(13,12),(15,14),(12,17),(?,?)

5.(7,14),(6,11),(7,8),(?,?)

6.(15,9),(19,9),(16,11),(?,?)

7.(11,3),(15,2),(16,6),(?,?)

8.(9,16),(2,9),(9,2),(?,?)
The quadrilaterals are all symmetrical. This may be rotational or line symmetry 
or both. Can you work out what the missing coordinates are if you know they are
all positive? Is there more than one way to find out?
Now plot those eight missing coordinates on a graph like this. What shape do they
make and what sort of symmetry does it have?

Challenge Task (For those who 
want extra challenge activities)


